DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INCORPORATED
INGLEWOOD ALUMNAE CHAPTER IN COLLABORATION WITH LOS ANGELES ALUMNAE CHAPTER
AND COMMUNITY PARTNERS PRESENT

ROCK THE RIBBON
Together with Resilience

WORLD AIDS DAY
AIDS/HIV Awareness, Education and Prevention

Virtual Forum
Tues. Dec. 1 2020
6:30pm - 8:00pm

Guest Speakers
- Professor Cynthia Davis, AHF and CDU
- Dr. I Jean Davis, Beyond AIDS Foundation and AIHM
- Sandra Rogers, HIV Support Activism
- Regina Brandon, Long Term HIV Survivor

Via ZOOM
Register at https://tinyurl.com/DSTWAD2020

For additional information, email:
international_awareness@iacdst.org or internationalawareness@dstlachapter.com

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science
Cynthia Davis Lifelong Learning Institute for Community Transformation
AHF AIDS HEALTHCARE FOUNDATION
BRIDGE BUILDERS FOUNDATION
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INCORPORATED